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• CII Basics 

• Why intensity mapping? 

• Method for estimating CII intensity 
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• CII intensity - what did we learn? 
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The CII Line
• CII - fine structure line of 

ionized carbon 

• Emission due to CII ion       
spin transitions due to 
collisional excitations in PDRs 

• Traces star-forming galaxies 

• Typically brightest line in SF 
galaxies (0.1-1% of total FIR) λCII = 157µm

Gong et al. 2012, Silva et al. 2015, Yue et al. 2015
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Missing Galaxies

How do we probe the numerous faint galaxies?

1

Introduction
1.1 What is Line-Intensity Mapping?

Line-intensity mapping represents an exciting and rapidly emerging new frontier in physical cosmology. It
uses the integrated emission from spectral lines in galaxies and/or the di↵use intergalactic medium to track
the growth and evolution of cosmic structure. The essential idea is to measure the spatial fluctuations in
the line emission from many individually unresolved galaxies, rather than targeting galaxies one by one.
The emission fluctuations trace the underlying large scale structure of the Universe, with the frequency
dependence providing information about the distribution of emission along the line of sight. Unlike traditional
galaxy surveys, which target only discrete objects whose emission lies above some flux limit, defined within
a narrow aperture, intensity mapping is sensitive to all sources of emission in the line. It is therefore
advantageous in studying faint and/or extended emission sources, and has prospects to further the universal
study of galaxy formation/evolution (as opposed to the study of only the galaxies brightest enough to be
imaged directly), in addition to probing the cosmological model in unexplored regimes. Since high angular
resolution is not required, line-intensity mapping is also more economical than traditional galaxy surveys.

Fig. 1 provides a powerful demonstration of the potential gain. It compares the Very Large Array (VLA),
an advanced radio telescope observatory consisting of 27 dishes, with a single-dish carbon-monoxide (CO)
intensity mapping instrument (COMAP), in terms of their ability to observe a 2.5 deg2 sky patch. COMAP
plans to spend ⇠1500 hours observing a field of this size, whereas the VLA would take ⇠4500 hours to
cover the same area. While the VLA would detect only ⇠1% of the total number of CO-emitting galaxies,
COMAP will produce a map of the intensity fluctuations sensitive to emission throughout the field.

Figure 1. A simulated 2.5 deg2 field with galaxy positions (Left) and the corresponding CO intensity map
(Right). Luminosities were drawn from a Schechter function model (Breysse et al. 2016). Sources bright
enough to detect with 1hr of VLA time are marked in red (see Li et al. 2016). (Figure: Patrick Breysse)

Credit: Patrick Breysse
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Intensity Mapping

• Measures aggregate intensity in large pixels (like a CMB probe) 

• Accepts low angular resolution for high sampling 

• Better redshift precision than continuum surveys 

• High redshifts (z > 6) & fast scans allow large volumes to access 
many modes for LSS

2 Li et al.
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FIG. 1.— Input and output of our modeling process, i.e. initial dark matter halos and final CO intensity map (details in §2.2). These plots illustrate one
realization of the pathfinder experiment’s survey volume (§2.4 and Table 2), while the full experiment’s survey area is 2.5 times larger. Top: Halos in the
3D volume, rendered to scale in comoving distance. Along the line-of-sight direction, we label the equivalent cosmological redshifts and redshifted CO(1-0)
frequencies. Middle: 2D projections of halo positions. The left image shows the “front” view of halos that would fall into the highest 40 MHz frequency channel,
or lowest redshift slice. The pathfinder beam size is shown for scale. The right image shows the “side” view of halos to a depth of 6 arcmin, or one beam
width. Bottom: CO intensity map produced by our fiducial model. The slice volumes are the same as above, albeit with comoving depth converted to observed
frequency. The same large-scale structure is readily apparent in both images, even with the lower resolution of the intensity map. The analysis in this paper relies
on the power spectrum of this map (see Fig. 3).

et al. 2013). Our current understanding of star formation and
gas content in this epoch is incomplete, and largely limited
to the bright end of the relevant populations. In the longer
term, observations at these redshifts could serve as a stepping
stone for future CO observations that reach into the epoch of
reionization (Carilli 2011; Gong et al. 2011; Lidz et al. 2011).

Previous predictions for the intensity of the CO signal vary
by more than an order of magnitude (Breysse et al. 2014, at
z ⇠ 3). The wide range simply reflects the current scarcity
of data for typical high-redshift galaxies. It is possible to di-
rectly simulate these galaxies, but such simulations are expen-
sive and still are quite uncertain. These uncertainties suggest

a need for alternative probes of high-redshift galaxy popula-
tions, especially over numbers and/or volumes currently inac-
cessible to traditional surveys.

Given the modeling uncertainties, predictions of the ex-
pected signal will only go so far, at least until a measurement
is attempted. Here we also ask, what could we learn from in-
tensity mapping if a measurement is made? More precisely:
given hypothetical but tractable intensity mapping observa-
tions, what can we infer about the properties and distribution
of the underlying galaxy population? To our knowledge, this
question has not yet been directly addressed in the literature.
Here we put these questions in the context of CO surveys that

Image Credit: Li et al. 2015
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IM probes the largest volumes

• Probes the largest scales with many modes 

• Ideal for non-gaussianity, GR tests, modified gravity

Credit: Santos et al. 2015 (SKA)
Credit: Camera et al. 2013 (SKA)
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Cosmology with SKA HI IM surveys Mario G. Santos

Figure 7: Left: Power spectrum of dark matter (solid) and HI (dashed) at z = 0.4 (blue, top) and z = 2.5
(red, bottom), with fNL = 10. Right: Forecast 1s error on fNL (top); HI Gaussian bias (middle); effective
IM survey volume (bottom). From Camera et al. (2013).

the power spectrum s8(z). A reasonable choice of parametrisation is to take the combinations
( f s8,bs8). As shown in Raccanelli et al. (2015), a 10,000 hour and 25,000 deg2 SKA phase 1
intensity mapping autocorrelation survey will be capable of measuring f s8 with high precision
over a wide redshift range, obtaining sub-1% constraints in the range 0.05 . z . 1.0 with Band 2
of SKA1-MID or SUR, and reaching out to z⇡ 2.0 with ⇠ 4% precision using Band 1 of MID/SUR
(see Fig. 6).

At low redshifts, these figures are highly complementary to (e.g.) a Euclid galaxy redshift
survey, which should obtain ⇠ 0.5% measurements of f s8 in the interval 0.7 . z . 2.0. By com-
parison, SKA1-MID/SUR will have ⇠ 0.5% measurements for z ⇡ 0.3 – 0.7.

7.3 Probing ultra-large scales

As briefly mentioned above, there is important information that can be extracted from the
ultra-large scale modes of order and above the cosmological horizon (see Fig. 5, right panel). We
refer the reader to Camera et al. (2015) and references therein for an extensive description of the
ultra-large scale effects briefly mentioned here, as well as to the ways by which the SKA will be
able to tackle successfully the technical problems arising when trying to access those scales.

One of the most important features on horizon scales is primordial non-Gaussianity. Many
models of inflation predict a small amount of non-Gaussianity in the statistical distribution of pri-
mordial fluctuations. This produces a signal in the bispectrum, but also in the power spectrum
– since primordial non-Gaussianity induces a scale-dependent correction to the Gaussian bias:
b ! b+Db. This correction grows on large scales as Db µ fNLk�2 for primordial non-Gaussianity
of the local type, where fNL is the non-Gaussian parameter.

In Camera et al. (2013), an analysis is given of the constraining power of IM surveys over
non-Gaussianity; their results are summarised in Fig. 7. This shows that the forecast errors on
fNL can be taken down towards s fNL . 3 for a deep enough survey with sufficient dishes. We
recast their analysis according to the updated specifics of Table 2, and adopt a SKA1-MID IM
survey operating for 10,000 hours at a system temperature of 20 K. The chosen bandwidth is

20

fNL = 10

Non-Gaussian Inflation
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Figure 4: Survey volumes and redshift range for various current and future surveys (volume calculated at
the central redshift).
Bull et al. (2015) show that a 10,000 hour and 25,000 deg2 autocorrelation survey on either SKA1-
MID or SUR will be capable of producing high-precision constraints on w, bettering all existing
surveys due to its large survey area (see Fig. 6). While the resulting dark energy ‘figure of merit’ is
a factor of ⇠ 3 worse than forecasts for a future Euclid galaxy redshift survey when combined with
Planck CMB data and BOSS low-redshift BAO measurements (since Euclid cannot probe redshifts
below 0.7), a phase 1 IM survey will nevertheless be of great utility in superseding other low-z
measurements in the joint analyses that will produce the best constraints on w.

Another important quantity that can be derived from BAO measurements is the spatial curva-
ture, WK , which describes the global geometry of the observable Universe. A key prediction of the
prevailing inflationary theory of the early Universe is that the spatial curvature should be extremely
small. Current constraints (e.g. Planck Collaboration 2014) find |WK |. 10�2, but a precision mea-
surement at the ⇠ few ⇥ 10�4 level is needed to really put pressure on inflationary models (e.g.
Kleban & Schillo 2012). In combination with Planck CMB data, an SKA IM survey would be able
to approach this value, measuring

|WK |< 10�3 (7.1)

with 68% confidence (Bull et al. 2014a).

7.2 Growth of structure

Viewed in redshift space, the matter distribution is anisotropic due to the distorting effect of
peculiar velocities in the line of sight direction. Coherent peculiar velocities on large scales encode
information about the history of the growth of structure in the Universe through their dependence
on the linear growth rate, f (z), which can be measured from the degree of anisotropy of the redshift-
space correlation function. The growth rate is directly related to the strength of gravity, and so is an
extremely useful tool for probing possible deviations from general relativity that have been invoked
as an alternative to dark energy to explain cosmic acceleration.

Intensity mapping and galaxy surveys do not measure the linear growth rate directly, but are
instead sensitive to simple combinations of f (z), the bias b(z), and the overall normalisation of

18
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Reionization

• 21-cm emission ideal for probing IGM at high redshifts 

• Direct τ measurement: break CMB degeneracies (As, Σmν) 

• 21 cm x galactic lines enhance reionization probes

 The frontier in  completing the physical story of cosmic history is  to 
understand cosmic reionization -- the transformation of neutral hydrogen, 
mostly located outside galaxies in  an intergalactic medium (IGM) -- into 
an ionized state. Neutral hydrogen first formed 370,000 years after the 
Big  Bang and released the radiation presently observed as  the cosmic 
microwave background (CMB)1.  Initially devoid of sources of light, the 
universe then entered  a period termed the ‘Dark Ages’2 until the first stars 
formed from overdense clouds of hydrogen gas that cooled and collapsed 
within early cosmic structures. Observations of distant quasars3 
demonstrate that  the IGM has been highly ionized since the universe was 
~1 billion years old, and the transition from a neutral medium is 
popularly interpreted as arising from ionizing photons with energies 
greater than 13.6eV (wavelength !<91.2 nm) generated by primitive stars 
and galaxies4 (Fig. 1).

Astronomers wish to confirm the connection between early galaxies 
and reionization because detailed  studies of this period of cosmic history 
will  reveal the physical  processes that originally  shaped the galaxies of 
various luminosities  and masses we see around us today. Alternative 
sources of reionizing photons include material collapsing onto early black 

holes that  power active galactic nuclei, and decaying elementary 
particles. Verifying that star-forming galaxies were responsible for 
cosmic reionization requires understanding how many energetic 
ultraviolet (UV) photons were produced by young stars at early times  and 
what fraction of photons capable of ionizing hydrogen outside galaxies 
escaped without being intercepted by clouds of dust  and hydrogen within 
galaxies.  Astronomers desire accurate measurements of the abundance of 
early galaxies and the distribution of their luminosities to quantify the 
number of sources producing energetic photons, as  well as a 
determination of the mixture of stars, gas, and dust  in galaxies to 
ascertain the likelihood the UV radiation can escape to ionize the IGM5,6. 
The Lyman " emission line, detectable using spectrographs on large 
ground-based telescopes, is a valuable additional diagnostic given it is 
easily erased by  neutral  gas  outside galaxies7-12. Its observed strength in 
distant galaxies is therefore a sensitive gauge of the latest time when 
reionization was completed. 

In this primarily observational review, we discuss substantial  progress 
that now points towards a fundamental  connection between early galaxies 
and reionization.  Recent observations with  the Hubble Space Telescope 

Robertson, B. E., Ellis, R. S., Dunlop, J. S., McLure, R. J. and Stark, D. P., Nature 468, 55 (2010)

Early star-forming galaxies and the 
reionization of the Universe

Star forming galaxies represent a valuable tracer of cosmic history. Recent observational progress with 
Hubble Space Telescope has led to the discovery and study of the earliest-known galaxies corresponding 
to a period when the Universe was only ~800 million years old. Intense ultraviolet radiation from these 
early galaxies probably induced a major event in cosmic history: the reionization of intergalactic 
hydrogen.  New techniques are being developed to understand the properties of these most distant 
galaxies and determine their influence on the evolution of the universe.

Brant E. Robertson*, Richard S. Ellis*, James S. Dunlop¶, Ross J. McLure¶ and Daniel P. Stark§ 

*Department of Astronomy, California Institute of Technology MC 249-17, Pasadena CA 91125 USA
¶Institute for Astronomy, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3HJ, UK
§Institute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, Cambridge CB3 0HA, UK

Figure 1: Cosmic Reionization The transition  from the neutral 
intergalactic medium (IGM) left  after the universe recombined at z~1100 
to  the fully ionized IGM observed today is termed cosmic reionization.  
After recombination, when the cosmic background radiation (CBR) 
currently observed in microwaves was released, hydrogen in the IGM 
remained neutral until the first stars and galaxies2,4 formed at z~15-30.  
These primordial systems released energetic ultraviolet photons capable 

of ionizing local bubbles of hydrogen gas.  As the abundance of these 
early galaxies  increased, the bubbles increasingly overlapped and 
progressively larger volumes became ionized.  This reionization process 
completed at  z~6-8, approximately 1 Gyr after the Big Bang.  At lower 
redshifts, the IGM remains highly ionized through radiation provided by 
star-forming galaxies and the gas accretion onto supermassive black 
holes that powers quasars. 

Barkana & Loeb 2001, Gunn & Peterson 1965, Liu et al. 2016

Credit: Robertson et al. 2010



Galactic emission lines
• CO, CII, Lyα, Hα, etc. 

• Better foregrounds than 21 cm 
emission - F/I=102 

• Single-dish - no foreground 
wedge 

• Line confusion is an issue 

• Use cross-correlations to reduce 
foreground biases

Credit: Iname et al. 2008

Righi et al. 2008, Gong et al. 2011, Lidz et al. 2011, Pullen et al. 2013, Breysee et al. 2014

spectroscopic redshifts with carbon monoxide

• CO ladder at 115 GHz spacing 
• 2 lines gives a redshift, width gives dynamical mass
• CO traces molecular gas, dust mass
• CO line SED excitation ladder constrains conditions of molecular gas

z = 2.958

Scott et al. 2011

$15M 2 nights

CSO/Z-Spec

ALMA

$1B 20 min

z = 4.296

CO

λ CII



What are the 
intensities?

We don’t know



Credit: Keating et al. 2015
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Fig. 6.— Left : The power spectrum result from our analysis of the S10 data, in the form ∆2(k). Filled circles correspond to positive
values for ∆2(k), while open circles correspond to negative values, and the error bars corresponding to the 1σ errors on our measured
values. There exists a gap in sensitivity around k ∼ 4 hMpc−1, owing to the separation between baselines to the outrigger antennas and
baselines within the compact portion of the array (see Figure 1). For reference, model A (dot-dashed green) and model B (dashed blue)
from Pullen et al. (2013) are shown (discussed further in Section 5.2), along with the estimated RMS noise power (gray triangle), absent
any astrophysical signal. Right : The power spectrum result, in the form of P (k).
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Fig. 7.— Measured variation of P (k), averaged over all k, as a
function of redshift, with the 1σ error bars shown for each point.
We find that the results are consistent with noise, with a maxi-
mum significance 2.0σ at z = 2.58. The 2σ confidence upper limit
resides just above the Model B prediction, with greatest sensitivity
between z = 2.3−2.8.

for power spectrum estimates, while model B uses SFR
functions based on UV and IR observations (Smit et al.
2012).
Adopting the values for fduty and Mmin found in P13

(Mmin = 109M⊙; fduty = ts/tage(z), where ts is the star
formation timescale, of order 108 yr, and tage(z) is the
Hubble time at a given redshift), we constrain ACO <

Lidz et al. (2011)

Pullen et al. (2011)
Model B (z=2.3)

Model B (z=3.3)

Righi et al. (2008)

Pullen et al. (2011)
Model A

Visbal & Loeb (2010)

COPSS (This work)
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Fig. 8.— Constraints on ACO as a function of Mmin. The 2σ
upper limit from our analysis (black solid) is shown versus several
theoretical expectations for ACO (Breysse et al. 2014), multiplied
by the square root of their adopted values for fduty (fduty = 0.1
for Visbal et al. (2011), fduty = ts/tH for all others). Righi et al.
(2008) do not explicitly supply a value for ACO or fduty; we have
therefore adopted the value of ACO calculated for this model by
Breysse et al. (2014), and have adopted the value for fduty from
P13. The shaded region for model B reflects the model’s variation
with redshift over the range of our measurement.

1.2 × 10−5 L⊙ M−1
⊙ . Using Equation 6, we translate

this to a constraint on the mean brightness temperature

Models vary over              
2 orders of magnitude!

A
line

=
L
line

M
halo



• Cross-correlate moderate redshift IM with galaxy 
surveys 

• Constrain star formation rate from more abundant, low-
mass halos 

• Predict spectral foregrounds for high-redshift surveys 

• Plan for future large-volume and/or high-redshift surveys

Measure line intensities at 
moderate redshifts (z < 3)



CC measurements
4 Masui, Switzer, et. al.
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Figure 2. Cross-power between the 15 hr and 1 hr GBT fields and WiggleZ.
Negative points are shown with reversed sign and a thin line. The solid line
is the mean of simulations based on the empirical-NL model of Blake et al.
(2011) processed by the same pipeline.

spectrum is then given by PHI,opt(k) = TbbHIboptrPδδ(k)
where Pδδ(k) is the matter power spectrum.
The large-scale matter power spectrum is well-known from

CMB measurements (Komatsu et al. 2011) and the bias of the
optical galaxy population is measured to be b2opt = 1.48 ±

0.08 at the central redshift of our survey (Blake et al. 2011).
Simulations including nonlinear scales (as in Sec. 3.1) are
run through the same pipeline as the data. We fit the un-
known prefactorΩHIbHIr of the theory to the measured cross-
powers shown in Fig. 2, and determine ΩHIbHIr = [0.44 ±

0.10(stat.)± 0.04(sys.)]× 10−3 for the 15 hr field data, and
ΩHIbHIr = [0.41± 0.11(stat.)± 0.04(sys.)]× 10−3 for the
1 hr field data. The systematic term represents the 9% abso-
lute calibration uncertainty from Sec. 3.1. It does not include
current uncertainties in the cosmological parameters or in the
WiggleZ bias, but these are sub-dominant. Combining the two
fields yields ΩHIbHIr = [0.43± 0.07(stat.) ± 0.04(sys.)] ×
10−3. These fits are based on the range 0.075 hMpc−1 <
k < 0.3 hMpc−1 over which we believe that errors are
well-estimated (failing toward larger scales where there are
too few k modes in the volume) and under the assump-
tion that nonlinearities and the beam/pixelization (failing to-
ward smaller scales) are well-understood. A less conserva-
tive approach is to fit for 0.05 hMpc−1 < k < 0.8 hMpc−1

where the beam, model of nonlinearity and error estimates
are less robust, but which shows the full statistical power
of the measurement, at 7.4σ combined. Here, ΩHIbHIr =
[0.40 ± 0.05(stat.) ± 0.04(sys.)] × 10−3 for the combined,
ΩHIbHIr = [0.46 ± 0.08] × 10−3 for the 15 hr field and
ΩHIbHIr = [0.34± 0.07]× 10−3 for the 1 hr field.
To compare to the result in Chang et al. (2010), ΩHIbrelr =

[0.55 ± 0.15(stat.)] × 10−3, we must multiply their rela-
tive bias (between the GBT intensity map and DEEP2) by
the DEEP2 bias b = 1.2 (Coil et al. 2004) to obtain an ex-
pression with respect to bHI. This becomes ΩHIbHIr =
[0.66± 0.18(stat.)]× 10−3, and is consistent with our result.
The absolute abundance and clustering of H I are of great

interest in studies of galaxy and star formation. Our measure-
ment is an integral constraint on the H I luminosity function,
which can be directly compared to simulations. The quantity
ΩHIbHI also determines the amplitude of 21 cm temperature

fluctuations. This is required for forecasts of the sensitivity of
future 21 cm intensity mapping experiments. Since r < 1 we
have put a lower limit on ΩHIbHI.
To determineΩHI alone from our cross-correlation requires

external estimates of the H I bias and stochasticity. The linear
bias of H I is expected to be ∼ 0.65 to ∼ 1 at these redshifts
(Marı́n et al. 2010; Khandai et al. 2011). Simulations to inter-
pret Chang et al. (2010) find values for r between 0.9 and 0.95
(Khandai et al. 2011), albeit for a different optical galaxy pop-
ulation. Measurements of the correlation coefficient between
WiggleZ galaxies and the total matter field are consistent with
unity in this k-range (with rm,opt ! 0.8) (Blake et al. 2011).
These suggest that our cross-correlation can be interpreted as
ΩHI between 0.45× 10−3 and 0.75× 10−3.
Measurements with Sloan Digital Sky Survey

(Prochaska and Wolfe 2009) suggest that before z = 2, ΩHI

may have already reached ∼ 0.4 × 10−3. At low redshift,
21 cmmeasurements giveΩHI(z ∼ 0) = (0.43±0.03)×10−3

(Martin et al. 2010). Intermediate redshifts are more dif-
ficult to measure, and estimates based on Mg-II lines
in DLA systems observed with Hubble Space Telescope
find ΩHI(z ∼ 1) ≈ (0.97 ± 0.36) × 10−3 (Rao et al.
2006), in rough agreement with z ≈ 0.2 DLA measure-
ments (Meiring et al. 2011) and 21 cm stacking (Lah et al.
2007). This is in some tension with a model where ΩHI

falls monotonically from the era of maximum star forma-
tion rate (Duffy et al. 2012). Under the assumption that
bHI = 0.8, r = 1, the cross-correlation measurement here
suggests ΩHI ∼ 0.5 × 10−3, in better agreement, but clearly
better measurements of bHI and r are needed. Redshift space
distortions can be exploited to break the degeneracy between
ΩHI and bias to measure these quantities independently of
simulations (Wyithe 2008; Masui et al. 2010). This will be
the subject of future work.
Our measurement is limited by both the number of galaxies

in the WiggleZ fields and by the noise in our radio observa-
tions. Simulations indicate that the variance observed in our
radio maps after foreground subtraction is roughly consistent
with the expected levels from thermal noise. This is perhaps
not surprising, our survey being relatively wide and shallow
compared to an optimal LSS survey, however, this is nonethe-
less encouraging.
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Figure 10. The value of Ωm (which we are using to parametrize
the shape of the ΛCDM correlation function, holding other pa-
rameters fixed) vs redshift. The results from Figure 7 were used.
The solid line is the best fit to the Planck results (Ade et al.
2014), Ωm = 0.30.

the contribution to the cross-correlation from emission lines
that are detected and removed is not statistically significant.
Quantitatively, this can be seen by considering that we find
the amplitude parameter for the > 5σ case to be bqbαfβ⟨µ⟩
= 3.18+0.39

−0.41 × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1 arcsec−2, and for the
3σ case to be bqbαfβ⟨µ⟩ = 2.89+0.43

−0.37 × 10−20 erg s−1 cm−2

Å−1 arcsec−2. The amplitude parameter is therefore 4±12%
and 13+11

−13% lower than the fiducial case for the > 5σ and
> 3σ line removal cases, but both of these are consistent
with zero within the errors. The analysis is therefore consis-
tent with our line fitting having found no true Lyα emission
lines at all.

In order to relate the significance levels to line lumi-
nosity, we have computed the luminosity from the surface
brightness for each line (bearing in mind that our mea-
surements are restricted to a 1 arcsec radius fiber aper-
ture). We find that the median luminosity of the > 5σ
lines is L = 9.0 × 1042 erg s−1 and the > 3σ lines have
a median luminosity L = 1.9 × 1042 erg s−1. We can com-
pare these luminosities measured with some published val-
ues from Lyα emitter surveys. The flux limit of the Guaita
et al. (2010) data sample was 2× 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 (emis-
sion line flux) at z=2.1. This corresponds to a Lyα luminos-
ity of 5× 1041 erg s−1. For the Gawiser et al. (2007) sample
at z=3.1, the line flux limit was 1.5 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2,
corresponding to a line luminosity of 1.3× 1042 erg s−1.

In our calculation above we have seen that at the 1 σ
confidence level, 13% of the Lyα cross-correlation signal in
our dataset could be due to lines with a median luminosity
(in a 1 arcsec radius aperture) 1.9 × 1042 ergs−1. This is
similar to the values of Gawiser et al. and Guaita et al. ,
although given our small aperture, the intrinsic luminosity
of our fitted line emitters will be even higher. A small frac-
tion of the bqbαfβ⟨µ⟩ value we are seeing could therefore be
contributed by emitters similar to those in these two sur-
veys. As noted above, the error bar on this fraction is large,
and our result is consistent with zero contribution from such
lines.

There are various possibilities for the nature of the ma-

Figure 11. The quasar-Lyα emission cross-correlation function
ξqα(r) (see Equation 1), as in Figure 2, but computed after
subtracting emission lines that are apparently detected in the
spectra at the 5σ significance level in panel (a), and the 3σ level in
panel (b). The smooth curve is the best fit linear CDM correlation
function (see Section 3.2) and the dash-dotted line is the best fit
CDM curve for the fiducial sample (i.e., before subtracting the
apparent emission lines).

jor contributor to the Lyα cross-correlation signal. The first
is fainter lines than those seen in Lyα emitter surveys. This
is unlikely because bα is luminosity weighted, so low lumi-
nosity lines contribute much less to the signal than higher
luminosity lines. The second is high luminosity, low surface
brightness emission. This emission is much more difficult to
detect, and cannot be seen by our line search algorithm,
which is sensitive to high surface brightness, narrow lines.
It is also unlikely to have been seen in previous surveys (we
return to this in Section 6). This type of emission would also
be highly biased, and so if present would contribute strongly
to the bqbαfβ⟨µ⟩ measurement. We discuss the various pos-
sibilities in more detail in Section 6.

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000

Lyα (SDSS/BOSS)

Credit: Croft et al. 2016



CO Measurements
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Fig. 7.— Left : Constraints on ACO as a function of Mmin. The 1σ constraints from our analysis (gray) are shown versus several
theoretical expectations for ACO (Breysse et al. 2014), multiplied by the square root of their adopted values for fduty (fduty = 0.1 for
Visbal et al. (2011), fduty = ts/tH for all others). As Righi et al. (2008) do not explicitly supply a value for fduty or ACO, for this model
we adopt value for fduty from Pullen et al. (2013) and employ the value of ACO calculated for this model by Breysse et al. (2014). Right :
Constraints on ACO versus σCO, with the 25% (red), 50% (orange), 68.3% (yellow), 90% (green) and 95.4% (blue) confidence limits shown.
Also shown are the theoretical range of expectations from L16 (with 1σ errors) – as this model predicts a mass-dependent value for ACO,
we have used a mean value for ACO, weighted by M2 dN/dM (i.e., the shot power contribution from halos of a given mass).

5.2. Constraints on the CO Luminosity Function

Theoretical models indicate that our measurement
should sample the shot noise portion of the CO power
spectrum. Accordingly, we measure the second moment
of the CO luminosity function at z ∼ 3. The second mo-
ment of the luminosity function,

!

L2Φ(L) dL, is related
to the shot power by

Pshot(z) =

"

c3(1 + z)2

8πν3okBH(z)

#2 $

L2Φ(L) dL. (8)

One can use the value for the second moment, in com-
bination with data from direct detection efforts, to place
constraints on the shape of the luminosity function. To
do so, we will assume that the luminosity function is
(to first order) well-described by the Schechter function
(Schechter 1976), which has the general form

Φ(L)dL = φ∗

"

L

L∗

#α

e−L/L∗dL/L∗. (9)

Equation 9 is nominally parameterized by a high-
luminosity cutoff, L∗, a low-luminosity power law index,
α, and a normalization factor for the overall density of
luminous sources φ∗. For our analysis, we evaluate the
likelihood of the combined choice of these three parame-
ters parameters by evaluating the second moment of the
luminosity function produced. We will further weight
this likelihood by

1. the galaxies detected in CO(3-2) with optical coun-
terparts by Decarli et al. (2014),

2. a lack of detections of individual emitters within
the COPSS dataset of ≥ 5σ significance within
twice the FWHM of the primary beam, and

3. a prior on the slope of low-luminosity end of the
luminosity function.

The search for individual emitters within our data was
performed assuming a Gaussian emission profile (of
width ∆v = 300 km s−1, consistent with observations of
Decarli et al. 2014). Due to the relatively coarse chan-
nelization, the search for individual emitters was con-
ducted by searching only single and 2-channel averaged
maps for any points above a threshold of 5σ. Under the
Schechter parameterization, our measurement is gener-
ally more sensitive to changes in φ∗ and L∗, and less
sensitive to changes in α. We provide a loose prior
of α = −1.5 ± 0.75 for this parameter based on the
SFR function parameters derived at z ∼ 4 in Smit et al.
(2012), based on the observed linear relationship between
SFR and CO luminosity at high redshift (Tacconi et al.
2013).
In including data from Decarli et al. (2014), we con-

sider only those galaxies with optical counterparts, as
emitters without counterparts are more prone to being
either spurious detections or incorrectly ascribed to the
wrong redshift (by incorrectly identifying which rota-
tional transition is being observed). In evaluating the
likelihood of any set of parameters for the luminosity
function, we weight each particular parameter by Lgal,
the likelihood of observing at least the number of objects
detected in any particular survey. We further define Lgal
as

Lgal = 1−
∞
%

n=ngal+1

Pois(n; Vzρgal) (10)

In Equation 10, ngal is the number of galaxies detected
within a particular bin, ρgal is the expected number den-
sity of galaxies (based on the set Schechter parameters
being evaluated), and Pois(k;λ) is the probably of de-
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Collisional excitation models predict 
higher intensities than LF models

Scaling Relation Models

AP, Serra, Chang, Doré, Ho (2017)

Collisional Excitation 
Models



Dust and CIB Dominate Signal

Galactic Dust Emission

Galactic Dust
Emission

Cosmic Infrared
Background



Cosmic Infrared Background

• Emitted by dusty 
(young) stars 

• Tracer of large-scale 
structure 

• Must be removed to 
reveal CII signal

Image Credit: Planck Collaboration

Credit: AP, Chang, Doré, Ho, Serra (2017)



• No noise bias 

• Foregrounds cancel 

• Additional cross-correlation coefficient

CII-Tracer Cross-Power

galaxies, 
quasars, 

etc.

PCII�Tr(k, z) = rCII�TrbCIIbTrI
CII
⌫ Pm(k, z)

cross-correlation 
coefficient



We measure CII emission 
using cross-correlations

• Probe CII at z = 2.5 in Planck 545 GHz map. 

• CII cross-correlates with BOSS quasars (z = 2-3.2). 

• Cross-correlation avoids dust contamination in signal. 

• CIB model highly uncertain               Fit jointly for CIB & CII 
emission. 

• Use 353, 857 GHz Planck bands and cross-correlations with 
SDSS-CMASS galaxies to break CIB/CII degeneracies.



How we estimate 
cross-correlations

•          and          is measured in 
9 l-bins 

• Mode-coupling is included in 
pseudo-Cl estimate and 
covariances 

• Use Planck maps over 33% of 
sky to constrain CIB and CII 

• Use BOSS Core Quasar 
Sample and CMASS LRGs to 
constrain CIB and CII

CTQ
` CTG

`

Credit: AP, Serra, Chang, Doré, Ho (2017)

SDSS/BOSS 
Survey

Planck - 353, 545, 857 GHz



Cross-Correlations fit 
CIB/CII model

• Measurement fits well to a 
CIB halo model both with 
and without CII emission 

• Consistent with 
measurement using 20% 
Galactic Plane mask 

• Jackknives are well within 
statistical errors 

• Excess on small scales for 
LRGs do not affect result

100 < ` < 1000

Credit: AP, Serra, Chang, Doré, Ho (2017)



MCMC for CIB/CII model
CTi�LSS

` = CCIBi�LSS
` + CCII545�Q

` �i,545�LSS,Q

CII-Quasar 
cross-correlation

CIB-LSS 
cross-correlation

ACII = CII:CIB ratio

SZ template included 
in 353 GHz band

3 CIB parameters 

L0 = CIB luminosity 

Td = dust temperature 

(1+z)δ = redshift evolution

Normalized 
using mean CIB 
measurements



Hint of CII emission 
• We fit the CIB parameters 

and the CII amplitude 

• CIB constraints consistent 
with previous measurements 
from Planck auto-correlation 
analysis 

• Implies CIB & QSOs/LRGs 
are perfectly correlated 

• CII intensity disfavors null 
hypothesis at 95% confidence

Td = 27.4±0.8K

δ = 2.3±0.1

I[CII] = 5.7+4.8
�4.2 · 104 Jy/sr

AP, Serra, Chang, Doré, Ho (2017)

�2/N
dof

= 1.2

(95% c.l.)



What about other lines?
• Broad-band Planck maps should 

contain other lines that correlate 
with QSOs and LRGs 

• QSOs - OI, OIII; LRGs - NII 

• We compute      contributions 
from these lines using our CII 
measurement and measured line 
ratios 

• We find a biases for CIB and CII 
< 3%.

Visbal & Loeb 2011

C`

10 A. Pullen et al.

Figure 5. Redshift distributions of the BOSS spectroscopic
quasars and CMASS galaxies.

Figure 6. Best-fit CIB redshift distributions for all three
Planck bands. These distributions are consistent with those from
Schmidt et al. (2015) while also showing an expected frequency
dependence due the redshifting of CIB galaxies.

C ii measurements are biased by less than 3%, which is sig-
nificantly less than our measurement errors. We do caution,
however, that the line ratios used were measured using low-
redshift galaxies and may not be fully accurate. It should
also be noted that the luminosity-to-star-formation ratios
in Visbal et al. (2011) were calculated using different differ-
ent sets of galaxies, so there also could be mis-calibrations.
We do not expect the line intensities to possibly be of high
significance for our measurements, so we do not consider it
further.

6 DISCUSSION

Our analysis implies a non-zero amplitude of the mean C ii

emission line at more than 95% confidence level. Taken at

Figure 7. Best-fit SED for a galaxy at z ∼ 2.49, where C ii

emission at 1901 GHz can be detected in cross-correlation between
a QSO map and Planck’s 545 GHz channel. The SED components
include a modified blackbody for the CIB and a C ii emission
line. The modified blackbody parameters are in agreement with
previous CIB measurements (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014c;
Béthermin et al. 2012b).

Table 1. Bias to Planck-LSS cross-power amplitudes due to in-
terloping spectral lines, as well as the bias to the C iiquasar
cross-correlation. The values were derived using luminosity-to-
star-formation ratios from Table 1 of Visbal et al. (2011). The
luminosity-to-star-formation ratios mostly come from calculations
by Righi et al. (2008) using low-redshift galaxies (Malhotra et al.
2001) and measurements of the galaxy M82 (Panuzzo et al. 2010).
These biases are insignificant relative to our errors.

Cℓ Interlopers ∆Cℓ/Cℓ[%]
353-QSO 12CO(10-9),12CO(11-10), 0.55

12CO(12-11)
545-QSO OI 0.28
857-QSO OIII 1.1

353-CMASS 12CO(5-4),13CO(5-4),HCN(6-5) 2.3
545-CMASS 12CO(7-6),12CO(8-7),CI, 1.2

13CO(7-6),13CO(8-7)
857-CMASS 12CO(11-10),12CO(12-11),NII 0.44
C ii-QSO all interlopers 2.5

face value, this would be the first measurement of the C ii

line from Planck’s temperature maps. Because the model
used to fit the data is quite uncertain (especially in the red-
shift range relevant for the cross-correlation between tem-
perature maps and quasars) it is interesting to ask whether
such a detection is real or due to our ignorance of the exact
values of some key parameters. In the context of Bayesian
model selection, it is possible to assess the need to include
the C ii amplitude in the fit by computing the Akaike infor-
mation criterion (AIC) or the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC), using the best-fit likelihood values obtained from fits
to the data with and without a free C ii amplitude; the pre-
ferred model, in this context, is the one with the lowest value
of the AIC or BIC. Introducing the quantities:

AIC = 2k − 2ln(L̄), (25)

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2017)

Credit: AP, Serra, Chang, Doré, Ho (2017)



Did We Overfit?
• We need to make sure our CII excess we see is not due to 

overfitting the data by including more parameters 

• Bayesian evidence ratio compares the fits from the CII 
and no-CII models 

• Accounts for the no-CII model having 1 less parameter 

• The ratio is less than 3, meaning no measurable preference 
between the models 

• More precise measurements can confirm or reject CII 
hypothesis



CII Model Constraints
• Assuming CII excess is real 

• Given as a function of the 
minimum halo mass for CII 
emission 

• Favors collisional excitation 
models 

• Disfavors LF models, but not 
ruled out

Credit: AP, Serra, Chang, Doré, Ho (2017)



Next Steps



Removing CII Foregrounds

• Foregrounds uncorrelated with quasars still appear in 
errors, including thermal dust emission 

• We can improving analysis by constructing a template for 
all foregrounds from a linear combination of Planck bands 

• Goal: remove all foregrounds that correlated across bands 

• Team: Eric Switzer, Shengqi Yang (NYU grad student)

�2(CTQ
` ) '

(CTQ
` )2 +DTT

` DQQ
`

(2`+ 1)fsky

Includes all foregrounds

xclean = x545 � �353x353

��857x857

Cleaned CII map



Prospects with DESI
• Replacing BOSS with DESI LRGs & 

quasars could increase the CII 
precision 5x! 

• PIXIE intensity maps x DESI LRGs & 
quasars should decrease CII uncertainty 
10x. 

• If confirmed, extrapolated reionization 
signal could be seen by TIME-Pilot 
(SNR ~ 7)

Mayall 4m telescope 
will be used for DESI 

(Credit: NOAO, AURA, NSF)

Kogut et al. 2011, Hill et al. 2016, Levi et al. 2013, Crites et al. 2014



21 cm CCs to probe 
cosmology

• 21 cm x gal CCs could 
constrain growth rate while 
avoiding foreground bias 

• IM CCs could make high-z 
growth rate, NG measurements 

• Forecasts for half-sky Hα 
survey with CDIM-detector 
competitive at low-redshifts 

• Next step: high-z forecasts, NG 
constraints

Credit: Pourtsidou et al. 2016
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get a factor of ∼3 improvement in the constraints. Note that for an
‘intermediate’ spectroscopic survey with the same sky and redshift
overlap, but with 100 times smaller number density of galaxies in
each bin, we get constraints that are a factor of ∼2 worse.

As we have already mentioned, the abundance and bias properties
of H I are of great importance for both astrophysics (for example,
determining the H I luminosity function) and cosmology. The capa-
bilities and potential science output of future H I IM surveys depend
on the amplitude of the signal !H IbH I. Better measurements of
bH I and r are needed, but we can assume that – especially on large
scales – the value of r is scale independent and consistent with unity
(Khandai et al. 2011; Wolz et al. 2016). Therefore, cross-correlation
studies can put a lower limit on !H IbH I (Masui et al. 2013).

4.1 Redshift space distortions

Including RSDs in the IM–optical galaxy cross-correlation formal-
ism (see White, Song & Percival 2008 for the case of multiple
galaxy populations), we can write

P H I,g(k, µ, z) = T̄bbH Ibg[1 + βH Iµ
2][1 + βgµ

2]P (k, z). (25)

Note that we have not included stochastic coefficients (r factors),
i.e. we have implicitly assumed that they are scale independent and
equal to unity on large scales.

We are first going to consider the combination of MeerKAT and
a Stage III photometric optical galaxy survey, with a 4000 deg2

overlap. We are going to incorporate the photometric redshift error
σ z ≃ 0.05(1 + z) by replacing (Seo & Eisenstein 2007)

P H I,g → P H I,g exp[−k2µ2(cσz)2/H (z)2/2]

P gg → P gg exp[−k2µ2(cσz)2/H (z)2]

in the calculation of Veff. The fact that radial information is lost
means that βH I is not going to be measured well, so our primary
focus here is measuring the amplitude !H IbH I.

We will assume a $CDM expansion history and keep all cosmo-
logical parameters fixed to the Planck 2015 cosmology, in order to
examine what constraints can be obtained on a minimal set of param-
eters. Furthermore, we will suppose that the galaxy bias bg is known
(i.e. measured from the galaxy survey). We therefore parametrize
P H I,g using two parameters, namely (!H IbH I, βH I), and use the
aforementioned fiducial models for !H I and bH I in our forecasts.
We present the marginalized constraints for !H IbH I in Table 4. Even
if β is poorly measured, we can constrain !H IbH I at an ∼5 per cent
level across a wide range of redshift. This is still much better than
the currently available constraints on !H IbH I. We note that while the
power spectrum approach in this section is convenient for predicting
parameter constraints, in practice an analysis of photometric red-
shift survey data is likely to use the angular (2D) galaxy clustering
power spectrum (Nock, Percival & Ross 2010; Ross et al. 2011). In
this way, RSD information can be recovered from cross-correlations
between different redshift bins (Asorey, Crocce & Gaztanaga 2014).

It is worth commenting on how the above constraints change if
we assume a much smaller, spectroscopic-like redshift error, which
we take to be one order of magnitude smaller than the DES-like
error, i.e. we consider σ z = 0.005. We find that there is a factor
of ∼2 improvement in the !H IbH I constraints across the L band,
and a smaller improvement at higher redshifts. The biggest effect
of course comes in measuring β, as radial information is now re-
tained: we get an ∼10 per cent fractional error from z = 0.2 to 0.8,
which corresponds to a measurement of the H I density since the

Table 4. Forecasted fractional uncertainties
on !H IbH I, assuming MeerKAT and a Stage
III photometric survey. The sky overlap is
taken to be 4000 deg2.

z δ(!H IbH I)/(!H IbH I)

L band

0.1 0.09
0.2 0.05
0.3 0.04
0.4 0.04
0.5 0.04

UHF band

0.6 0.05
0.7 0.05
0.8 0.06
0.9 0.07
1.0 0.07
1.1 0.09
1.2 0.10
1.3 0.11
1.4 0.12

Table 5. Forecasted fractional uncertainties on {fσ 8, DA,
H} at each redshift bin, assuming the SKA1 IM and Stage
IV spectroscopic survey specifications described in the main
text.

z δ(fσ 8)/(fσ 8) δDA/DA δH/H

UHF band

0.6 – – –
0.7 0.04 0.03 0.02
0.8 0.05 0.03 0.02
0.9 0.05 0.03 0.03
1.0 0.06 0.04 0.03
1.1 0.07 0.04 0.03
1.2 0.08 0.05 0.03
1.3 0.10 0.06 0.03
1.4 0.11 0.06 0.04

degeneracy between !H I and bH I is broken (as we described in the
previous section).

Modifying our approach as before, we now suppose that T̄b is
known and we focus on measuring the growth of structure across
redshift. We will consider the combination of a Stage IV spectro-
scopic survey with an IM survey performed using SKA1, assuming
a 7000 deg2 overlap and 4000 h total observation time. We write the
cross-correlation power spectrum as

P H I,g(kf, µf, z) = DA(z)2
f H (z)

DA(z)2H (z)f
(bH Iσ8(z) + f σ8(z)µ2)

× (bgσ8(z) + f σ8(z)µ2)
P (k, z)
σ 2

8 (z)
, (26)

and we suppose that bgσ 8 has been measured from the galaxy
survey, so we keep it fixed. We will therefore use the parameter set
{lnf σ8, lnbH Iσ8, lnDA, lnH } in our Fisher matrix. We summarize
the (marginalized) forecasted constraints in Table 5. We note that
we have checked our Fisher matrix code results are in agreement
with the ones presented in Majerotto et al. (2016) when we consider

MNRAS 470, 4251–4260 (2017)

SKA1 x Stage IV galaxy survey

 CDIM - Cosmic Dawn Intensity Mapper - Cooray et al. 2016



Multi-line IM simulations

• More surveys              more sims 

• Problem: Lack of IM simulations 
over large volumes with realistic 
small-scale physics 

• Seeking to construct large-volume 
sims to be used by IM surveys for 
astrophysics and cosmology 
studies 

• Team: Rachel Sommerville, 
Marcelo Alvarez, Eli Visbal

Credit: Lidz et al. 2009
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Figure 1. Simulated maps of the density, halo, ionization, and 21 cm fields. Each map is 130 Mpc/h on a side and is drawn from a simulation snapshot at z = 7.32 at
which point ⟨xi⟩ = 0.54 in our model. The density, ionization, and 21 cm maps are each 1 cell thick (0.25 Mpc/h), while the halo field is from a 60 cell (15 Mpc/h)
wedge. On large scales, the bright regions in the overdensity map tend to have more halos, be ionized, and be dim in 21 cm. The correspondence between the bright
regions in the halo field, and the dim regions in the 21 cm field, is the signal we characterize and quantify in this paper.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

slices through our simulated density, halo, ionization, and
21 cm fields. Here one can clearly see that the bright regions in
the halo map correspond to dim regions in the 21 cm map, while
dim regions in the halo map correspond to bright regions in the
21 cm map. This anticorrelation is the signal we characterize and
calculate in the present paper. As one can see from the panels
of Figure 1, the anticorrelation arises because galaxies are more
abundant in large-scale overdense regions, which hence ionize
before typical regions. As a result, the overdense regions contain
less neutral hydrogen during reionization, and emit more dimly
in 21 cm than typical regions, while containing more galaxies
(see also Wyithe & Loeb 2007).

In order to quantify these visual impressions, we calculate and
show the 21 cm galaxy cross-power spectrum in Figure 2. The
top panel shows the absolute value of the 21 cm galaxy cross-
power spectrum, as well as the individual terms of Equation (1).
The bottom panel shows the cross-correlation coefficient be-
tween the two fields, r(k) = P21,gal(k)/[P21(k)Pgal(k)]1/2. In
estimating the cross-correlation coefficient here and throughout
this paper, we subtract shot noise from the galaxy power spec-
trum (before calculating r(k)) assuming that it is Poisson—i.e.,
we assume Pshot = 1/ngal, where ngal is the abundance of halos
above Mg,min.

The figure reveals several interesting features of the signal.
On large scales the 21 cm field is anticorrelated with the galaxy
field. As explained and visualized in Figure 1, this occurs
because galaxies form first, and ionize their surroundings, in
overdense regions. On small scales, the 21 cm and galaxy fields
are roughly uncorrelated. We can understand this by examining
the small-scale behavior of the constituent terms, as shown
in the top panel. The cross-power spectrum between neutral
hydrogen fraction and galactic density (∆2

x,gal(k), the x-gal term)
turns over on small scales, as indicated by the blue-dashed
line. This behavior is naturally similar to that of the density-
ionization cross-power spectrum, which turns over on scales
smaller than the size of the H ii regions during reionization
(Furlanetto et al. 2004; Zahn et al. 2007). The correlations
die off on sub-bubble scales because the entire interior of
each H ii region is highly ionized, irrespective of the interior
density and galaxy fields. For comparison, we additionally plot
the cross-power spectrum between neutral hydrogen fraction
and matter density. This resembles the cross-power spectrum
between neutral hydrogen fraction and galactic density, but
it turns over on slightly smaller scales. As we discuss in
Section 4 and Section 6.1, the turnover is on smaller scales
owing to ionized bubbles around low-mass halos, which host



Summary
• We search for CII emission in high-frequency Planck maps 

using LSS cross-correlations, jointly fitting for CIB 

• We find a hint of a CII signal at z = 2.5 using cross-
correlations of Planck maps with LSS 

• Measurement favors collisional excitation models, but 
better data needed 

• Cross-correlations with DESI LRGs & QSOs have a great 
chance at confirming this CII signal. 

• Next: Foreground Removal, HI CCs, IM Simulations


